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Gleanings  
 

“Waiting for Godot” 
 
Waiting for Godot is a play by Samuel Beckett.  In the play, two homeless characters, Vladimir and Estragon, wait endlessly for the arrival of someone, or something, named 

Godot.  They are waiting near a tree on a deserted road talking about a myriad of topics that many believe is a somber summation of man’s search for the meaning of life.  There 

were conjectures that Godot was the king of the hobos, but nobody really know because Godot never shows up.  However, after months of waiting in the barren canyons of Wall 

Street, Godot showed his face last Wednesday (December 16) when Godot, played by Fed head Janet Yellen, finally raised interest rates after months of “not showing up.”  The 

anticipated 25 bp (1/4 point) increase in rates should have come as no surprise, but what was surprising was the noticeable narrowing of the dispersion in the Fed “dot plot” 

(Scott Brown discusses).  This basically means there is more consensus among Fed members as to where rates are going in the future.  The other gleaning from the Fed’s action 

was that they put all of the technicals (read: complex information) in a second release, making the first message transparent and focused on just the fed funds rate.  Of course 

the rate ratchet brought about fears of how stocks will perform with a rising-rate environment, the weakness in the D-J Transportation Average, the impact of a stronger U.S. 

dollar, low earnings and revenues, and what it means for the credit market (especially the high yield complex).  Hereto, we discuss.   

With Godot finally arriving and hiking interest rates, there emerges a clear distinction between the Bulls and Bears.  The Bulls 

banter the economy is getting strong so the Fed is raising rates, while the Bears boo the economy is weak and rates should not 

have been raised.  “The Boos” may get some ammunition for that view if the upcoming 3Q15 revision to nominal GDP is indeed 

3%.  To us, however, this fast/fast, slow/slow economy implies that Ms. Yellen will be true to her word that the Fed’s move to 

normalize interest rates will be very slow and consequently constructive for the economy and equities.  In 2016 we are likely to 

see two to four increases in the fed funds rate, a below 5% “print” on the unemployment rate, higher energy prices, rising wages, 

and higher inflation number.  None of this, however, should derail our belief in the secular bull market thesis, which should have 

another seven to eight years on the upside.  Our only caveat is, if the August 25, 2015 closing prices for the D-J Industrials 

(INDU/17128.55) and D-J Transports (TRAN/7364.04), are ever violated to the downside on a closing basis, we will assume a much 

more defensive strategy.  For the record, those closing prices are 15666.44 and 7466.97, respectively.  And just last week, the 

Transports broke their August low, but the Industrials are about 1500 points above their August low.  From a Dow Theory 

standpoint, that could mean a huge downside non-confirmation (read: Bullish).  Stay tuned… 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Waiting for Godot in 1953 

 

Source: iStock by Getty Images. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Waiting for Godot in 2015 

Indeed the various markets have been waiting all year for Ms. Yellen to raise interest rates and she finally has 
by 25 basis points (1/4 of a point). 

 

Source: Bloomberg. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Stocks Can Perform After Fed Tightening 

Many are worried that stocks cannot do well when interest rates rise, but that doesn’t “foot” with historical 
precedent.  We would also note that it is the pace of rising rates that is import and we think the pace will be 
gradual.  Moreover, since 1953 the equity markets have, on average, hit a peak 30 months after the first 
interest rate hike. 

 

Source: Fidelity Investments. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Potential Downside Non-Confirmation 

We have received many emails worried about the weakness in the D-J Transportation Average, but historically 
there is very little correlation between the weak Transports and a weak Industrial Average.  In fact, at least 
according to Mark Hulbert’s study (MarketWatch), “When it came to the Industrials, I find no statistically 
significant correlation.”  Moreover, while the Transports broke their August 2015 lows, the Industrials are still 
about 1500 points above their respective August lows, giving us a potential downside non-confirmation (read: 
bullish). 

 

Source: YCharts. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

The Dollar’s Impact on Earnings Should Abate 

The strong U.S. dollar has negatively impacted earnings for many of the international companies, but most of 
the small-/mid-capitalization companies have been relatively unaffected.  Still, we think this headwind abates 
in 2016.  And I would add that my recently departed friend, Richard Russell (Dow Theory Letters) use to say, 
“You can’t tell the strength of a country’s economy by the strength of its currency.” 

 

Source: YCharts. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

Stocks Still Not All That Expensive 

It is true earnings have not been all that great, but that means the year-over-year earnings comparisons in 
2016 should look pretty good.  And if S&P’s “bottom up, operating” estimate for 2016 is anywhere near the 
mark, the S&P 500 is trading at only 16.2x next year’s estimate. 

 

Source: Standard & Poor’s, Down Jones Indices, Raymond James research. 
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Jeffrey Saut 

High Yield Complex Bottoming with Oil 

The high yield complex has been problematic all year mainly due to the energy space.  To us, however, as 
crude oil goes through its bottoming process it should relieve some pressure on energy bonds.  Maybe that’s 
why the SPDR Barclays High Yield Index looks to have bottomed. 

 

Source: YCharts. 
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Andrew Adams 

Narrow Range Bodes Well 
 

From low to high, the S&P 500 has only traded within a 14.34% range in 2015, the sixth narrowest year for the 
index since 1950. When you take the 20 tightest range years since 1950, the following year was positive 70% 
of the time with 45% of the years having a gain of 10% or more. 

 

Source: Raymond James research. 
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Andrew Adams 

Dollar Decision 
 

Now that we have entered what is expected to be a period of rising interest rates, practically EVERYONE 
assumes the U.S. dollar will appreciate from here. However, history says that might not be the case since the 
dollar has actually fallen 10%, on average, in the three months after the beginning of the last five Fed 
tightening cycles. Keep in mind, too, that there is no long-term correlation between the dollar and the stock 
market and an improving economy can even make both rise. The chart below shows the last four times the 
Fed began a tightening cycle (blue vertical lines) and how the S&P 500 (black line) and the U.S. Dollar Index 
(green line) performed (correlation between the two is the indicator at the bottom). 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Andrew Adams 

Election Years are Historically Good 
 

Going back to 1928, the election years have actually been the second-best performing year in the so-called 
“Presidential Cycle” with an average total return of 11.03% in the S&P 500. The chart below shows the average 
performance of the market (DJIA) throughout the election years since 1900, and, if history decides to repeat 
itself or rhyme, the second half of the year, especially, could be strong. 

 

Source: Seasonalcharts.com (used with permission). 
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Andrew Adams 

Is It Time to Throw Away Your JNK? 
 

As mentioned previously, the high-yield market has come under fire recently, with many fearing that it may 
signal trouble is to come in the equity market. However, as Jeff Saut pointed out, the SPDR Barclays High Yield 
Bond Fund (JNK) is actually at a fairly strong support level at the moment and could see a bounce here. The 
short- and intermediate-term trends are pointed down so the risk is still there, but the support area around 
$33 at least gives some hope that it could reverse, especially given its oversold readings (based on RSI 
indicator at bottom). 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Yield Curve is Flattening, but Will it Continue? 
 

Many eyes are currently watching yields and how they react to the recent Fed action. One way to do this is by 
monitoring the spreads between different maturities to see how they are trading in relation to one another. 
The spread between the 10-Year U.S. Treasury and the Two-Year U.S. Treasury has been going down for 
months now (curve flattening), which concerns some investors who see it as a sign that the long-term picture 
still remains cloudy even as the Fed is raising short-term rates. But that spread is very near the 1.2 level on the 
chart that has marked fairly significant reversals over the last few years (circles). 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com 
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Andrew Adams 

10-Year Looking to Break Out? 
 

The benchmark 10-Year U.S. Treasury rate has been trapped in a long-term triangle pattern for basically all of 
2015. A breakout from this triangle should indicate where yields are headed next, with basically everyone 
assuming it’s going to come on the upside now that the Fed has raised their federal funds rate. So far, though, 
the market has reacted to the announcement by pushing the 10-Year yield down, and if we were to see a 
break below the lower line, it could be the market’s way of saying it’s not completely on board with the Fed’s 
move. 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Long-Term Yields Look Similar 
 

Like the 10-Year U.S. Treasury rate, the 30-Year is also trapped within a fairly large triangle pattern and is 
threatening to break out in either direction. It is coming to the apex of that triangle, so something is going to 
have to give soon! 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Oil Update 
 

Last month I included a similar chart to the one below and commented that oil really needed to hold the $40 
support level to demonstrate that it had bottomed. Well, that definitely did not happen and now crude is 
trading around the $35 mark, near levels last seen back during the worst of the 2008-2009 collapse. There 
were different fundamental factors depressing prices back then, though, and I really don’t see how oil can 
shoot back up here without something being done about the global supply glut. There are still some technical 
signs that we could see a bounce here, namely that crude is at the lower end of a channel that has held prices 
all year (see the arrows), but I won’t really believe in a complete upside reversal of the trend until that blue 
line the green arrow references is broken from below. 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Andrew Adams 

Gold at Important Point, but Still No Rally 
 

Like many commodities, gold prices have been depressed for a while now and many investors may have 
started to lose interest in a possible turnaround. There still does not seem to be any real fundamental reason 
for the metal to go up, but there is some technical hope that $1050 could act as support. Otherwise, the 
downside picture does not look pretty. 

 

Source: Stockcharts.com. 
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Scott Brown 

Economic Outlook – Key Themes 
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Scott Brown 

Underlying Domestic Demand has Been Strong 
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Scott Brown 

The Trade Deficit has Widened Modestly in Nominal Terms, but a Lot More in Real Terms 
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Scott Brown 

Fed Officials Expect Moderately Strong Growth in 2016 
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Scott Brown 

The Unemployment Rate is Expected to Remain Low 
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Scott Brown 

The Fed Expects Inflation to Move Toward the 2% Goal 
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Scott Brown 

Fed Expectations for 2016 Have Become Less Diverse 
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Scott Brown 

Federal Policy Outlook 
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Scott Brown 

We are Importing Less Oil 
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Scott Brown 

Energy Exploration has Fallen/Extraction Remains Strong 
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Scott Brown 

Prices of Oil and Gasoline have Fallen Further 
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Scott Brown 

Manufacturing Activity is Mixed, but Generally a Bit Soft 
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Scott Brown 

The Chinese Currency is Expected to Weaken More in 2016 
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Scott Brown 

The 2016 Economic Outlook 
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Scott Brown 

Auto Sales Still Strong, but Pace is Likely to Level Out  
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Scott Brown 

Core Retail Sales at a Moderately Strong Pace 
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Scott Brown 

Business Fixed Investment Likely to Remain Strong 
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Scott Brown 

Homebuilding Should Continue to Recover 
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Scott Brown 

Some Pricing Power in Rents, Little Elsewhere 
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Scott Brown 

Economic Indicators 
 

Economic 
Indicator 

Status Comments 

Growth  
Domestic strength versus domestic weakness.  Domestic Private Final Purchases likely to remain strong, but some 
drag from a wider trade deficit. 

Employment  
Job losses remain limited.  New hiring should continue, but the pace of growth is likely to slow somewhat relative 
to the last couple of years (due to supply constraints). 

Consumer 
Spending  

Likely to be a bit choppy from quarter to quarter, but strong overall – boosted by job growth, and helped by low 
gasoline prices (but that impact will fade over time). 

Business 
Investment  

Should reflect a mix of domestic strength and global softness, but the overall trend is likely to remain moderately 
strong in 2016. 

Manufacturing  
Mixed across industries.  Good year-over-year growth in auto production, but factory output is generally 
lackluster otherwise.  The strong dollar has hit exports (but not too terribly). 

Housing and 
Construction  

Strong job growth is a significant positive.  Building costs remain elevated and mortgage credit is still relatively 
tight, especially for first-time buyers. 

Inflation  

The PCE Price Index rose 0.2% over the 12 months ending in October (+1.3% ex-food & energy).  There is little or 
no inflation pressure from commodities, production constraints, or the labor market, but rents are moving up.   
Inflation expectations remain low. 

Monetary 
Policy  

The Fed is on course to raise rates at a gradual pace (25 basis points per quarter if all goes well).  However, the 
risks are weighted toward the Fed being less aggressive.  Policy moves will be data-dependent, with a focus on 
the job market and the inflation outlook. 

Long-Term 
Interest Rates  

Long-term interest rates should trend gradually higher as the economy improves, but a sharp rise is not likely (as 
inflation is expected to remain relatively low by historical standards).  Some of the global flight to safety may 
wear off as the year progresses. 

Fiscal Policy  
Federal fiscal policy is no longer a drag on GDP growth, but not a big plus either.   Lawmakers have avoided a 
government shutdown over the budget and dodged a default on government debt due to the debt ceiling. 

The Dollar  
The U.S. dollar is expected to be range-bound in the near term against the major currencies, but ought to rally 
further against many of the other currencies (especially China). 

Rest of the 
World  

Accommodative monetary policy and low oil prices should help the rest of the world recover, but there are still 
downside risks in the near term.  Softer global growth is likely to put some downward pressure on corporate 
profits. 
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Scott Brown 

Key Calendar Dates 

 

 January 4 – ISM Manufacturing Index (December) 

 January 5 – Unit Auto Sales (December) 

 January 6 – ADP Payroll Estimate (December) 

ISM Non-Manufacturing Index (December) 

 January 8 – Employment Report (December) 

 January 13 – Fed Beige Book  

 January 15 – Retail Sales (December) 

 January 18 – MLK, Jr. Holiday (markets closed) 

 January 27 – Fed Policy Decision (no press conference) 

 January 29 – Real GDP (4Q15, advance estimate) 

Employment Cost Index (4Q15) 

 March 16 – Fed Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 

 April 27 – Fed Policy Decision (no press conference) 

 June 15 – Fed Policy Decision, Yellen press conference 
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